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NO HATE speech MOVEMENT

Raise awareness of online hate speech and the risks involved

for democracy and youth. We want to increase people's

conscious ability to read traditional and Internet media.

Support young people's advocacy for human rights online

and offline.

Reduce online acceptance of hate speech in society

Mobilize and train young human rights activists and network

them

Map cases of online hate speech and create tools for a

constructive response

Support and show solidarity with those who have been

victims of hate speech

Support joint developments and the creation of tools at

European level to counter hostilities

Support online participation and active citizenship

No hate  also known as hate speech does not have a single and

universally accepted definition,  it covers all forms of expression

that spread, incite, promote and justify racism, xenophobia, anti-

Semitism and other forms of hatred based on intolerance, among

them intolerance based on aggressive nationalism and

ethnocentrism, discrimination and hostility towards minorities,

immigrants and people with immigrant roots.

The enduring values   of the No Hate Speech movement are

equality, human dignity, human rights and diversity. We oppose

hate speech, racism and discrimination.

Goals of the movement:



Plans for the seminar

Arrival at 16.00-18.00

Get to know each other

Setting goals

Introduction to the topic

NOH movement

Human rights workshop

Generating ideas

Development of practical output

Creating input for NOH page

Public Q/A

Future opportunities

Summary

Leaving around 17.00

3rd of December - First day

4th of December - Second day

5th of December - Third day



accomondation
Our accomondation will in the centre of Estonia, in a

beautiful farm Hindreku. 

Activities will take place in the same house, on the first floor.

Rooms will be shared by two people. There is a big shower

room and several toilet rooms.

For Sunday night we will also have a sauna. 

How to get there
If you don't have any

direct transport to

Paide, you can take a

bus to Mäo, from

both Tallinn and

Tartu. 



Contacts
Website:

http://www.seiklejad.org/

Facebook pages:

https://www.facebook.com/Seiklejad.Org

https://www.facebook.com/NoHateEstonia

E-mail:

seiklejate.vennaskond@gmail.com

Registration link:

https://forms.gle/Yz4Mdmi8VwoK9sfD6

The seminar takes place in the project "Speak up and act -

for human rights!" funded by the Active Citizens' Fund. 


